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Abstract
Adults adopt the traits of characters in narratives, but little is known about whether
children do so. In Study 1, 7- and 10-year-olds (N = 96) heard a 2.5-minute recording about a
professor or cheerleader. Reporting higher engagement in the professor narrative related to more
time playing with an analytical toy (a Rubik’s cube), whereas reporting higher engagement in the
cheerleader narrative related to less time playing with the Rubik’s cube. However, although
children were randomly assigned to a narrative, within condition children may have had preexisting personality differences causing them both to become more engaged in that narrative and
also to behave more like that character afterwards. To control for this possibility, in Study 2
children (N = 104) were given perspective-taking or objective instructions. Interestingly, both
instructions created higher engagement than in Study 1, resulting in main effects of narrative.
Children in the professor condition, compared to those in the cheerleader condition, spent longer
playing with the Rubik’s cube and reported being higher on professor-relevant characteristics
(e.g., smart, good at teaching). These studies show that by the elementary school years, and
particularly when highly engaged in a narrative, children adopt the traits of a narrative’s central
character.
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Children Adopt the Traits of Characters in a Narrative
Many parents monitor the books, shows, and movies their children encounter,
presumably because they think these narratives influence children beyond the reading or viewing
experience: Children who read about a smart or kind character, as opposed to a foolish or rude
one, might themselves adopt the protagonists’ characteristics. Previous studies have shown that
adults do this. In one study, participants who either read a chapter of Harry Potter, a book about
wizards, or a chapter of Twilight, a book about vampires, afterwards associated themselves with
wizards or vampires, respectively: Participants who read Harry Potter were more likely to
answer affirmatively to questions about having the traits and abilities of wizards than participants
who read Twilight, and the latter group were more likely to answer affirmatively to questions
about having the traits and abilities of vampires [1]. Prior research also suggests perspective
taking encourages trait adoption: Adult participants adopted characters’ traits to a greater extent
when instructed to take the character’s perspective [2], when they wrote in first-person about a
day in the life of a character [3], when they reported becoming more transported into the
narrative [4], and when their self-concept was less accessible [5].
The presence of a similar effect in childhood would have many practical implications.
First, it would suggest that parents and teachers may want to consider potentially undesirable
traits of the characters in media that children are exposed to, and limit that exposure. Such an
effect could also be used to promote positive behavior and traits in children. For example,
children could be encouraged to be kind or hard-working through engagement with narratives
including protagonists with these characteristics. Furthermore, narratives could provide a way to
promote healthy behaviors, like exercise and proper nutrition [6]. Thus, an initial study
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examining whether children adopt characters’ traits could lead to further applied research using
this concept to have a positive effect on children’s lives.
Past research has shown at least one way narratives affect children beyond the reading
experience: acquiring new information. For example, 5- to 7-year-olds exposed to short fictional
stories containing correct (e.g., “autumn” is another word for “fall”) and incorrect facts (e.g.,
“autumn” is another word for “spring”) later reported both forms of facts as true [7]. Other
research shows that children can learn new information about natural selection and other
evolutionary concepts from picture books [8, 9, 10]. Furthermore, children learn novel causal
facts and problem solutions from storybooks, although story-related factors (i.e., amount of
fantasy content) moderate these effects [11, 12, 13]. Overall, this research suggests that
narratives can have an effect on children, but leaves open the question of whether children might
adopt the traits of characters in a narrative in addition to learning new information from
narratives.
One reason children may not adopt the traits of characters is because their perspectivetaking skills are underdeveloped, relative to those of adults [14, 15]. Research also shows
perspective-taking improves across middle childhood. Given the relationship between
perspective-taking and narrative effects on adults, this suggests that trait adoption from
narratives occur only in older children, whose perspective-taking skills are more similar to
adults, but not in younger children [14, 15, 16].
On the other hand, absorption in a narrative might be facilitated by the same features that
enable children to engage in pretend play. Pretend play is a distinguishing feature of both early
[17] and middle childhood with research showing that children engage in pretend play until 11
years of age on average [18]. To the extent engagement in narratives is an extension of children’s
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pretense (possibly because both experiences involve imagining the world from someone else’s
point of view [19]), children may be more likely than adults to become intensely absorbed in
narratives and in line with research with adults [4, 5, 20], may be more likely to be affected by
these experiences. Unfortunately, very little research to date has examined school-age children’s
involvement in narratives. In the current studies, we included both 7- and 10-year-old
participants in order to test an early- vs. later-developing effect of narratives on children’s
adoption of characters’ traits. However, we predict that children of both ages will show the
effect, given children’s involvement in pretense and findings that young children experience a
narrative from the perspective of the protagonist [21, 22, 23].
One recent study may indirectly shed light on this issue and suggest that even
preschoolers adopt characters’ traits: Lee at al. [24] found the story of George Washington and
the cherry tree, which focuses on the positive consequences of honesty, promoted honesty
immediately thereafter in 3- to 7-year-olds relative to stories focusing on the negative
consequences of dishonesty, namely The Boy Who Cried Wolf and Pinocchio . These results
were interpreted as showing children are influenced by the consequences of the character’s
actions. However, given that the lying behavior also differs across stories, it seems feasible the
results reflect trait adoption instead. Specifically, the George Washington story has positive
consequences and the character in the story behaves honestly. Thus it seems feasible children
were adopting the character’s trait of honesty, regardless of consequences. Further research is
needed to disentangle these explanations.
“Traits” herein refers to “distinguished qualities or characteristics belonging to one
person,” namely a narrative’s protagonist. Our interest is in how reading about this protagonist
might temporarily affect one’s self-beliefs, behaviors, and cognitions. For example, viewing a
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character who is kind could cause a child to think about him/herself as more kind, to behave
more kindly, and to think more kind thoughts. Although these possible effects (self-beliefs,
behaviors, and cognition) may be separable, they have been treated as one construct in past
research with adults [2,3,4] and will be considered together here. We do, however, distinguish
between two possible types of effects on a different dimension: explicit effects, measured by self
ratings, and implicit effects, measured by behaviors.
The current research adapted the basic paradigm Galinsky et al. [2] used with adults to
examine whether children adopt the stereotypical traits of a professor and a cheerleader
following a narrative. Based on studies with adults [1,2,3,4,5] we hypothesized that both explicit
and implicit effects will be apparent. On an explicit or self-report level, we expected that
children who heard a narrative about a professor would see themselves as smarter and better at
professor-relevant behaviors, whereas children who heard a narrative about a cheerleader would
see themselves as more attractive and better at cheerleader-relevant behaviors. On an implicit or
behavioral level, given the stereotypes that professors are smart and analytical and cheerleaders
are unintelligent, we expected children who heard the professor narrative would spend longer
playing with an analytical toy and would perform better on a measure of analytical reasoning,
compared to children who hear a narrative about a cheerleader.
As noted above, previous research has found that adults adopt characters’ traits to a
greater extent when instructed to take the character’s perspective [2], when they wrote in firstperson about a day in the life of a character [3], when they reported becoming more transported
into the narrative [4], and when their self-concept was less accessible [5]. These findings suggest
that some form of engagement with the narrative may promote trait adoption in children as well.
Although perspective-taking, narrative-transportation, and related constructs like identification
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may be theoretically distinct, even in the adult literature, their definitions and measurement are
unclear (see [25]). Fully explicating the distinctions between these concepts is beyond the scope
of the current research. We do, however, provide detailed analyses of these measure to (1) show
how the adapted measures behave and interrelate in a child sample, and (2) assess their relation
to trait adoption effects. Based on the adult research showing that trait adoption is related to the
extent to which individuals are engaged in a narrative [2,3,4,5], we hypothesized that more
engaged children would more strongly adopt protagonists’ traits. That is, engagement will be
positively related to adopting the traits of the cheerleader for children who heard the cheerleader
narrative but not for those who heard the professor narrative. On the other hand, engagement will
be positively related to adopting the traits of the professor for children who heard the professor
narrative but not those who heard the cheerleader narrative. Participants of 7 and 11 years of age
were used because they are at the beginning and end of elementary school, thus allowing us to
explore whether any effects of the narrative are consistent across middle childhood. Age 7 was
also thought to be the earliest age at which one could meaningfully self-report level of
engagement in the narrative using adaptation of Galinsky et al.’s measures. Theory of mind
improves across this time period [14, 15, 16] and if these more advanced mentalizing skills are
necessary for trait adoption, we might expect 10-year-olds, but not 7-year-olds, to show effects
of the narrative. However, given evidence that even young children take the physical perspective
of protagonists in narratives [21, 22, 23] and may also adopt their moral traits [24], it seemed
possible that even 7-year-olds would adopt the characters’ traits. We also examine results by
gender in order to rule out the possibility that a child’s gender influences their adoption of a
character’s traits.
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In sum, the primary objectives of Study 1 are to assess (1) Whether children, like adults,
will adopt the traits of a character in a narrative, (2) Whether children’s trait adoption is related
to their engagement, and (3) Whether this effect differs by child age or gender. A secondary,
more exploratory, goal of Study 1 is to adapt narrative engagement measures for use with
children and assess the behavior of these measures and their interrelations.
Study 1
Method
Participants. Participants were 96 children, 48 seven-year-olds (24 girls, M = 7;6, range:
7;0 – 8;0) and 48 ten-year-olds (24 girls, M = 10;6, range: 10;0 –11;1). Ten additional children
were tested but excluded from analyses: 3 due to technical difficulties, 4 because they were
distracted or uncooperative, 1 for not demonstrating sufficient understanding of a key
measurement technique (visual analogue scale), and 2 for demonstrating insufficient memory for
the narrative. Children were drawn from a database of families willing to bring their children to
the laboratory to participate in research and were primarily White and middle to upper-middle
class, reflecting the composition of local families who volunteer for research.
Procedure and materials. Children were randomly assigned to hear the professor or
cheerleader narrative with the constraints that equal numbers of 7- and 10-year-olds boys and
girls heard each story (i.e., 12 children in each of 8 age group/gender/narrative cells). After
listening to the narrative, children completed a filler task. Next, children completed two explicit
(trait and ability self-ratings) and two implicit (toy-choice and analytical reasoning) measures of
trait adoption. Children were then given four measures of engagement (the adapted Narrative
Transportation Scale [18], perceived similarity, wishful identification, and a direct measure of
identification). Finally, children’s memory for the narrative was assessed through free recall,
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followed by specific questions. Memory measures were included to ensure that children paid
attention to and processed the story. Children who did not demonstrate sufficient memory for the
narrative were excluded from analyses, given our expectation that processing a story is required
for it to have effects.
Narrative. Children heard a 2½-minute recording of the character describing a typical
day in his/her life; scripts are in Appendix A. The script for the professor recording was adapted
from Galinsky et al. [2] for use with children and depicts a middle-aged adult male describing his
day, including teaching, working on research, and writing a book review. The script for the
cheerleader recording was created for this study and depicts a teenage female describing her day,
including picking out a school outfit, being bored in class, and attending cheerleading practice.
The cheerleader recording was matched to the professor recording on word count, timing,
reading level (Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level scores = 7.6), and, to the extent possible, on narrative
structure and content. Children listened to recordings using an iPod with headphones, and a
photograph described as depicting the character was positioned on the table in front of them.
Filler task. After the recording, children were asked to draw a picture of a house for 5
minutes, in line with Galinsky et al. [2] in which participants completed a brief filler task after
narrative exposure and prior to the dependent variables.
Visual analogue scale training. Prior to using visual analogue scales to respond to the
primary measures, children were trained to use the scale using a 10 cm line with the words black
and white at the endpoints. They were then shown a series of shaded squares (black, white, gray,
light gray, and dark gray, in that order) and asked to mark on the line where each square should
go. Responses were marked correct if the squares were placed in relative order of darkness on
the line. Incorrect responses were corrected; 14 children responded incorrectly on one of five
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training items, one child responded incorrectly on three items. One additional child did not
demonstrate understanding of the scale after being corrected; this child was excluded from
further analyses.
Explicit measures. Children responded to all rating items (ability and trait self-ratings
and narrative engagement measures) using visual analogue scales, following other studies in
which researchers aimed to minimize constraints on children’s responses [26]. To respond to
each item, children made a mark on a 10 cm line with not at all and very as the endpoints. This
line was described as being “sort of like” the line children used in training and the new endpoints
were explained. Responses were coded by measuring how far the child’s mark was from the left
endpoint of the line (not at all), with a possible range of 0 to 10.
Children completed ability and trait self-ratings, counterbalanced. For ability self-ratings,
children were told to mark on the line to indicate how good they were at some different things.
Children responded to three items relevant to the cheerleader (e.g., “How good are you at
shouting loudly?”), three items relevant to the professor (e.g., “How good are you at teaching
other people?”) and six irrelevant distractor items (e.g., “How good are you at setting the
table?”). These items were presented to all children in one random order, with no two items
relevant to either character presented sequentially.
For trait self-ratings, children were told to mark on the line to indicate how well some
different words described them. The first two items were relevant to the professor and
cheerleader character, respectively: “smart” and “pretty or handsome,” counterbalanced to test
for order effects. After these items, children responded to seven distractor items (e.g., “hungry”
and “adventurous”) placed after the targets to ensure distractors did not affect responses on the
targets (see Appendix B).
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Although Galinsky et al. [2] used multiple items for each character in their study with
adults, piloting showed that children did not consistently know definitions of synonyms and
related words (i.e. attractive, intelligent). In addition, studying children necessitates shorter
procedures than can be used with adults. To ameliorate psychometric concerns about relying on a
smaller set of individual items to capture the dependent variables, responses on the “smart” trait
rating item and the three professor-relevant ability-rating items, each with a possible range of 0
to 10, were summed to create a professor composite score, and responses on the “pretty or
handsome” trait rating item and the three cheerleader-relevant ability-rating items were summed
to create a cheerleader composite score. Thus, each composite could range from 0 to 40, with
higher scores indicating higher adoption of that character’s traits.
Implicit measures. After the explicit measures, children completed two implicit
measures: a toy-choice task and an analytical reasoning task. These measures were chosen as an
analog to the analytical reasoning measure used by Galinsky and colleagues [2] with adults,
which was questions from the analytical reasoning section of the Law School Admission Test
(LSAT). Although we did not expect children’s actual analytical abilities to permanently change
as a result of narrative exposure, we hypothesized (based on adult studies) that children who
heard the professor narrative might change in their performance. One can speculate as to possible
reasons for this, for example interest and motivation inspired by the narrative.
In the toy-choice task, the experimenter left the room under the pretense of retrieving
something for the study. Before leaving, she told children, “There are a couple of toys on the
table over there if you want something to do while I’m gone,” pointing to a Rubik’s Cube (the
analytical toy) and a yo-yo (the nonanalytical toy) on a small table. These particular toys were
chosen because playing with a Rubik’s Cube requires analytical thinking skills, whereas playing
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with a yo-yo does not. Children’s behavior was coded from video for time spent playing with
each toy out of a possible 5 minutes. A second coder, blind to condition and hypotheses, coded
20% of the data. Agreement was excellent for time playing with the Rubik’s Cube (ICC = .998)
and the yo-yo (ICC=.986).
Children then completed the Matrix Reasoning subtest of the Weschler Intelligence Scale
for Children (WISC) [27] as a measure of analytical reasoning skills. Children respond to items
until they respond incorrectly to four of five consecutive items. Scaled scores accounting for
child age were used in analyses.
Engagement measures. To assess children’s perspective taking and narrative
engagement, we administered an adapted Narrative Transportation Scale, a perceived similarity
question, a wishful identification question, and a direct identification question (See Table 1).
Children responded to all engagement measures using visual analogue scales with not at all and
very as the endpoints. Responses were coded by measuring how far the child’s mark was from
the left endpoint of the line (not at all), with a possible range of 0 to 10.
Table 1
Engagement measures (Studies 1 and 2)
1.

Narrative transportation scale (9 items; Adapted from [20])

2. Perceived similarity: “How similar do you think are to the person in the recording?
3. Wishful identification: “How much do you want to be like the person in the recording?
[26]
4. Direct measure of identification: Sometimes when you hear a story you actually see
yourself as the person in the story. In a funny sort of way, you become the other person.
Did you see yourself as the person in the recording or not?” [29]
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The adapted Narrative Transportation Scale [20] included nine items, three of which were
reverse scored. Children were told to mark on the line to indicate how much they agreed with
different sentences about listening to the recording. Items assessed narrative absorption (e.g.,
“While you were listening to the recording, you could easily picture the events happening”; see
Appendix C).
Perceived similarity was measured by asking children how similar they were to the
person in the recording. Wishful identification was measured by asking children how much they
wanted to be like the person in the recording [28]. Finally, a direct measure of identification was
adapted from Jose and Brewer [29]: “Sometimes when you hear a story you actually see yourself
as the person in the story. In a funny sort of way, you become the other person. Did you see
yourself as the person in the recording or not?”
Memory measures. To assess memory for the recording, children were asked to freely recall
the recording they heard. Free recall was coded by indicating how many of a predetermined set
of possible details children recalled from the narrative. In addition to the total number of details
recalled, the number of character-relevant details recalled was also recorded, but results did not
differ so results are described only for total details.
After the free recall period, children were asked eight open-ended memory questions
about specific events or descriptions from the recordings. Five questions were the same for the
two narratives (e.g., “Who did he/she have lunch with?”); three questions asked about parallel
sections of the narrative but were necessarily different for the two recordings (e.g., “Why did he
want to do good research?” “Why did she want to be a good cheerleader?”). Responses were
coded as correct or incorrect and summed; total scores could range from 0 to 8. Two children
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were excluded from the analyses because they failed to remember any components on free recall
and answered fewer than 3 questions correctly.
Results
First, we present preliminary analyses, including (1) internal consistency of the first
engagement measure, the adapted Narrative Transportation Scale, (2) differences on all four
engagement measures by age group, gender, and narrative, (3) the relationships between the four
measures of engagement, and (4) the relationship between engagement and memory. Next, we
consider the primary analyses pertaining to main effects of narrative and Narrative x
Engagement interactions, showing whether children adopted the traits of the characters. For
descriptive statistics for trait adoption measures, see Table 2. For descriptive statistics for the
engagement and memory measures, see Table 3.
Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for Trait Adoption Measures in Study 1
Mean (SD)
Professor behavior/trait composite
(possible range: 0 – 40)
Cheerleader behavior/trait composite
(possible range 0 – 40)
Time playing with Rubik’s Cube
(in seconds; possible range: 0 – 300)
Time playing with yo-yo
(in seconds; possible range 0 - 300)
WISC matrix reasoning scaled score
(possible range: 0 – 35)

28.2 (6.4)
24.7 (6.1)
162.1 (100.0)

77.2 (78.9)
11.4 (3.4)
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for Engagement and Memory Measures in Study 1

Become (direct identification)

a

Mean (SD)
2.5 (3.2)

Narrative transportationa

.62 (.17)

Perceived similarity

2.4 (2.6)

Wishful identification

3.2 (3.2)

Free recall–total components

8.8 (4.6)

Memory questions

4.6 (1.8)

Percentage of total possible items

Preliminary analyses.
Adapted Narrative Transportation Scale. The full 9-item adapted Narrative
Transportation Scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .63. Dropping Item #2 (see Appendix C)
improved the alpha to .70. Removing other items did not further improve the alpha. Principal
components analysis using varimax rotation showed the remaining eight items loaded onto one
factor, accounting for 34% of the variance. These eight items were summed to create a narrative
transportation score, with a possible range of 0 to 80.
Engagement measures. Regression analyses revealed no main effects of or interactions
between age group and narrative on narrative transportation. However, there were significant
results for the other three engagement measures. Seven-year-olds reported being more similar to
the cheerleader (M = 3.0, SD = 3.1) than the professor (M = 1.7, SD = 2.4), whereas 10-year-olds
reported being more similar to the professor (M =3.0, SD = 2.4) than the cheerleader (M = 2.0,
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SD = 2.3), B = 2.25, p = .035, sp2 = .048. Similarly, 7-year-olds reported wanting to be like the
cheerleader (M = 4.6, SD = 4.2) more than the professor (M = 2.7, SD = 3.4), whereas 10-yearolds reported wanting to be like the professor (M= 3.8, SD = 2.3) more than the cheerleader (M =
2.0, SD = 2.2), B = 3.75, p = .004, sp2 = .086. There was no Age Group x Narrative interaction
for the direct measure of identification (“Did you see yourself as the person in the recording or
not?”). Instead, across both age groups, children reported higher identification in the cheerleader
(M = 3.2, SD = 3.6) than in the professor narrative (M = 1.9, SD = 2.7), t(87) = 2.1, p = .035.
Across all four engagement measures, controlling for narrative, girls reported higher
engagement than boys, as follows: narrative transportation (girls: M = 53.4, SD = 12.0; boys: M
= 45.7, SD = 14.6; B = 7.6, p = .007, sp2 = .076); perceived similarity (girls: M = 3.2, SD = 2.7;
boys: M = 1.7, SD = 2.2; B = 1.51, p = .004, sp2 = .086); wishful identification (girls: M = 3.9,
SD = 3.3; boys: M = 2.6, SD = 3.1; B = 1.31, p = .048, sp2 = .042); and direct identification
(girls: M = 3.1, SD = 3.4; boys: M = 2.0, SD = 3.0; B = 0.34, p = .09, sp2 = .029). There were no
Gender x Narrative interactions.
Relationship between engagement measures. The four engagement measures were
intercorrelated, rs > .21, ps < .05 (see Appendix D). Principal components analysis using
varimax rotation showed one factor explained 52% of the variance, and all variables had high
loadings on the first component (all loadings > .62). Thus, an engagement composite was created
by standardizing and summing the four engagement measures; this composite score was used in
the primary analyses.
Memory measures. The two measures of memory were intercorrelated (r = .60, p <
.0001). However, neither measure related to any of the engagement measures (ps > .38), nor was
a standardized sum of the measures related to the engagement composite, p = .66.
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Primary analyses. Regression models informed whether children adopted the traits of
the characters. Models were estimated using the function lm in the R software environment [30].
The initial models predicted each dependent variable from narrative (professor or cheerleader)
and the engagement composite, and the interaction between narrative and engagement
composite. Nonsignificant predictors were systematically removed using model comparison
(Akaike information criterion, a measure of the relative goodness of fit; see [31]). Controlling for
gender and age group in each model did not change the pattern of results, so models without
these variables are described here. Where significant interactions between narrative and
engagement composite emerged, three-way interactions with gender and age group were tested
to ensure that engagement in the narrative did not affect boys’ and girls’ and 7- and 10-year-olds’
behavior differentially. Null results in these analyses demonstrated that effects were similar
across genders and age groups.
Explicit measures. Children’s explicit adoption of characters’ traits was measured using
self-ratings of professor- and cheerleader-related traits and behaviors. There were no meaningful
effects of either task order or item order and neither interacted with the effects of narrative.
Regression analyses also indicated there were no significant effects of narrative, or interactions
between narrative and engagement, Professor composite: Interaction B = .24, SE = .47, p = .62,
sr2 = .003, model r2 = .06, Narrative B = 0.35, SE = 1.3, p = .79, Engagement B = .43, SE = .29,
p = .13; Cheerleader composite: Interaction B = -0.3, SE = 0.4, p = .46, sr2 = .005, r2 = .18,
Narrative B = -0.53, SE = 0.8, p = .64, Engagement B = 1.0, SE = .25, p < .001. Thus, narrative
exposure did not influence children’s explicit responses in rating their own professor-like or
cheerleader-like characteristics.
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Implicit measures. There were significant interactions between narrative and engagement
on one of the implicit measures. Specifically, there was a significant Narrative x Engagement
interaction predicting time spent playing with the analytical and nonanalytical toys. Among
children who heard the professor narrative, the engagement composite was related to more time
playing with the Rubik’s cube, whereas among children who heard the cheerleader narrative, the
engagement composite was related to less time playing with the Rubik’s cube, Interaction B =
18.4, SE = 7.3, p = .01, sr2 = .06, model r2 = .07, Narrative B = 20.6, SE = 20.3, p = .31,
Engagement B = -6.6, SE = 4.5, p = .14. Correspondingly, among children who heard the
cheerleader narrative, the engagement composite was related to more time playing with the yoyo, whereas among children who heard the professor narrative, the engagement composite was
related to less time playing with the yo-yo, Interaction B = -15.1, SE = 5.8, p = .01, sr2 = .07,
model r2 = .07 (see Figure 1), Narrative B = -8.2, SE = 16.1, p = .61, Engagement B = 5.3, SE =
3.5, p = .14. Note time spent playing with the nonanalytical toy is not a direct inverse of the time
spent playing with the analytical toy, because children were not always playing with a toy. There
were no main effects of narrative on time spent playing with either toy. This result suggests
children’s trait adoption was contingent upon the extent to which they were engaged in the
narrative.
Regression analyses indicated there were no significant effects of narrative, or
interactions between narrative and engagement on the second implicit measure—the WISC
analytical reasoning score, Interaction B = 0.2, SE = .26, p = .55, sr2 = .004, r2 = .008; Narrative
B = -0.5, SE = .71, p = .49, Engagement B = -0.21, SE = .16, p = .17, suggesting that children’s
analytical reasoning skills were not affected by their engagement with the narratives.
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Figure 1. Effect of engagement composite on time spent playing with the analytical toy, a
Rubik’s cube (left panel), and the non-analytical toy, a yo-yo (right panel), in Study 1.
Note: Shading represents 95% confidence intervals.
Discussion
In this study, children adopted characters’ traits, at least on an implicit level, to the extent
they were engaged with the narrative. Among children who heard the professor narrative, those
who reported higher engagement spent more time playing with an analytical toy and spent less
time playing with a nonanalytical toy. On the other hand, among children who heard the
cheerleader narrative, those who reported higher engagement spent more time playing with the
nonanalytical toy and spent less time playing with the analytical toy. Importantly, having two
different narratives excludes the possibility increased engagement in any narrative leads to
behaving more or less analytically. Rather, the effect is confined to stereotypical traits associated
with the particular character.
However, our method of measuring rather than manipulating perspective taking leaves
open an alternative interpretation: Although children were randomly assigned to a narrative,
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within condition children may have had pre-existing personality differences causing them both to
become more engaged in that narrative and also to behave more like that character afterwards.
To examine this possibility, in Study 2, we attempted to manipulate perspective taking by
instructing children to take the character’s perspective or to be objective. Specifically, we
adapted instructions used with adults to be comprehensible to children and used manipulation
checks to assess understanding.
Study 2
The primary objective of Study 2 was to assess whether children adopt the traits of a
character in a narrative more when highly engaged (after being given perspective-taking
instructions) than when less engaged (after being given instructions to remain objective). Based
on past research [2], we hypothesized that children would adopt the traits of a character after
hearing the perspective-taking instructions but not after hearing the objective instructions.
Following from Study 1, a secondary goal was to further examine the use of narrative
engagement measures with children.
Method
Participants. Participants were 105 children, 57 seven-year-olds (31 girls, M = 7;6,
range: 7;0 – 8;0) and 48 ten-year-olds (23 girls, M = 10;6, range: 10;1 –11;0).1 Three additional
children were tested but excluded from analyses, one for uneasiness being in the testing room
More 7- than 10-year-olds were run because we originally planned to exclude children who
failed the instructions comprehension check (described below), but did not do so when analyses
showed their key results were no different from those of children who passed. This also led to an
uneven number of children of each gender and age group assigned to each condition. Excluding
these children, boys and girls are approximately evenly divided between conditions (i.e., +/- 1)
but because exclusion did not change the pattern of the data, the full sample is included in the
analyses described here. The full sample included 21 seven-year-olds in the objective
instructions/cheerleader narrative condition, 13 seven-year-olds in the objective instructions/
professor narrative condition, 12 seven-year-olds in the perspective-taking
instructions/cheerleader narrative condition, 11 seven-year-olds in the perspective-taking
instructions/professor narrative condition, 12 ten-year-olds in the objective
instructions/cheerleader narrative condition, 11 ten-year-olds in the objective instructions/
professor narrative condition, 12 ten-year-olds in the perspective-taking instructions/cheerleader
narrative condition, and 12 ten-year-olds in the perspective-taking instructions/professor
narrative condition.
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alone and two due to insufficient memory for the narrative. Recruitment and other sample
demographics aligned with Study 1.
Procedure. Children were randomly assigned to (1) receive either perspective-taking or
objective instructions and (2) hear either the professor or cheerleader narrative. Children heard
instructions immediately prior to listening to the narrative and completing the trait adoption
tasks. Because there were no meaningful effects of task order and item order in Study 1, one
static order was used: the ability rating task was administered before the trait rating task, and the
“smart” item was administered before the “pretty or handsome” item. After the trait adoption
tasks, children responded to engagement measures. Immediately following the engagement
measures, three manipulation check questions probed whether children reported following the
instructions. Then, children’s memory for the narrative was assessed. Finally, children’s
comprehension of the instructions was assessed through an open-ended question. Aspects of the
procedure unique to Study 2 are described below.
Instructions. Children were told they would listen to a short recording about a person
describing a typical day in his/her life. Then children heard either perspective-taking or objective
instructions, adapted from Galinsky et al. [2] as follows:
Perspective-taking: Now I’m going to tell you something really important. While you
listen to this story, I want you to take the perspective of the person in the story. Imagine
what it would be like to be this person. Try to imagine what you would feel and think if
you were that person. Try to go through the day in the life of this person as if you were
that person. Try as hard as you can to clearly picture the events happening. Don’t worry
about trying to remember everything that happens. Just imagine what you would feel if
you were that person going through his/her day.
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Objective: Now I’m going to tell you something really important. While you listen to this
story, I want you to think about yourself as someone who is just hearing about the person
and the events in the story. Try to remember that you are hearing about what is happening
to this person and what their day is like from the outside. Do not worry about trying to
imagine what this person’s life is like, how the person feels, or what it would be like to be
this person. Just listen to the story and remember that you are an outsider, only hearing
about what is happening.
Manipulation check. After the engagement measures (see Study 1), children answered
three questions assessing the extent they reported engaging in the behaviors indicated in the
instructions: (1) How much did you take the perspective of the person in the story? (2) How
much did you imagine what it would be like to be the person in the story? and (3) How much did
you imagine what the person in the story was thinking and feeling?
Instructions comprehension check. To assess whether children understood the
instructions, at the end of the procedure the experimenter asked children, “Remember, before
you listened to that recording earlier, I told you to do something. Can you tell me what you
supposed to be doing while you listened to the recording?” Responses were coded as correct or
incorrect based on whether they accurately represented the intentions behind the perspectivetaking or objective instructions. To examine coding reliability, a second coder coded 20% of the
data; agreement was 100%.
Toy-choice task. The same toy-choice task was used as in Study 1. To examine
reliability, a second coder, blind to condition and hypotheses, coded 20% of the data. Agreement
between the two raters was excellent for time playing with the Rubik’s Cube (ICC = .990) and
yo-yo (ICC = .994).
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Results
The analyses below mainly follow Study 1, but begin with analyses related to the
manipulation checks and instructions comprehension, and end with comparative analyses of
whether engagement and memory differed between Studies 1 and 2. Descriptive statistics for
trait adoption measures are provided in Table 4; information on the engagement and memory
measures including comparisons to Study 1 are given in Table 5.
Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for Trait Adoption Measures in Study 2
Mean (SD)
Professor behavior/trait composite
(possible range: 0 – 40)
Cheerleader behavior/trait composite
(possible range 0 – 40)
Time playing with Rubik’s Cube
(in seconds; possible range: 0 – 300)
Time playing with yo-yo
(in seconds; possible range 0 - 300)
WISC matrix reasoning scaled score
(possible range: 0 – 35)

29.3 (6.6)
24.5 (6.9)
155.6 (93.6)

109.7 (87.6)
11.9 (3.0)

Note: Means are collapsed across instructions conditions, because no significant differences were
observed.
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Table 5
Study and Instructions Differences in Engagement, Memory, and Manipulation Checks

Study 1
Mean (SD)
2.5 (3.2)

Study 2
Overall
Mean (SD)
3.6* (3.4)

Study 2
PerspectiveStudy 2
Objective
taking
instructions instructions
Condition
Condition
Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
3.7 (3.7)
3.6 (3.1)

Narrative transportationa

.62 (.17)

.69* (.17)

40.9 (10.5)

42.5 (10.3)

Perceived similarity

2.4 (2.6)

2.9* (2.9)

2.7 (2.9)

3.0 (3.0)

Wishful identification

3.2 (3.2)

3.4 (3.3)

4.0 (3.7)

2.7* (2.5)

Free recall–total components

8.8 (4.6)

11.1* (4.5)

11.1 (4.5)

11.1 (5.1)

Memory questions

4.6 (1.8)

5.0+ (1.8)

5.1 (1.9)

4.9 (1.7)

--

6.2 (2.7)

6.5 (3.4)

7.4* (2.2)b

--

6.1 (3.3)

5.6 (3.6)

6.8* (2.8)

--

6.5 (3.2)

5.7 (3.6)

7.4* (2.3)

Become (direct identification)

Study 2 Manipulation Check items:
How much did you take the
perspective of the person in
the story?
How much did you imagine
what it would be like to be
the person in the story?
How much did you imagine
what the person in the story
was thinking and feeling?
a

Percentage used to equate for number of items used in total for each study

b

Data for 10-year-olds only because 7-year-olds did not understand the question.

Note: Differences between Study 1 and Study 2, and differences between objective and
perspective-taking instructions are signified by * p < .05, + p < .10
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Preliminary analyses.
Manipulation checks. Instructions affected children’s performance on the manipulation
check items (see Table 3). Children instructed to take the character’s perspective reported
imagining what it would be like to be the person in the story to a greater extent (M = 6.8, SD =
2.8) than children instructed to be objective (M = 5.6, SD = 3.6), t(103) = 1.98, p = .05, d = .38.
Similarly, children instructed to take the character’s perspective reported imagining the
character’s thoughts and feelings to a greater extent (M = 7.4, SD = 2.3) than children instructed
to be objective (M = 5.7, SD = 3.6), t(98) = 3.12, p = .002, d = .58. Ten-year-olds, but not 7year-olds, also showed an instructions effect for the item asking how much one took the
character’s perspective: 10-year-olds reported taking the character’s perspective to a greater
extent after the perspective-taking instructions (M = 7.4, SD = 1.6) than the objective instructions
(M = 5.9, SD = 2.8), t(37) = 2.2, p = .03, d = .68. It appeared 7-year-olds did not understand this
question, indicated by 28 out of 57 seven-year-olds asking the experimenter what the word
“perspective” meant before responding, whereas only 4 out of 47 ten-year-olds did so.
Instructions did not affect children’s responses on three engagement measures: narrative
transportation, perceived similarity, and the direct measure of identification. There was an
unexpected effect of instructions on wishful identification, showing children wanted to be like
the character more after hearing objective instructions (M = 4.0, SD = 3.7) than after hearing
perspective-taking instructions (M = 2.7, SD = 2.5), t(101) = -2.2, p = .03, d = .42.
Instructions comprehension. A significant number of children, particularly 7-year-olds
who received objective instructions, did not pass the comprehension check. Specifically, 21 out
of these 34 children were unable to describe what they had been told to do while listening to the
recording. Additionally, 7 out of 23 seven-year-olds who received perspective-taking
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instructions, 7 out of 23 ten-year-olds who received objective instructions, and 2 out of 24 tenyear-olds who received perspective-taking instructions failed the comprehension check.
Excluding these children from analyses did not change the pattern of results, so their data is
included here.
Adapted Narrative Transportation Scale. The full 9-item adapted Narrative
Transportation Scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .54. Dropping Items #2, #6, and #7 (see
Appendix C) improved the alpha to .62. Removing other items did not improve the alpha.
Principal components analysis using varimax rotation showed the remaining six items all loaded
onto one factor, accounting for 38% of the variance. These six items were summed to create a
narrative transportation score, with a possible range of 0 to 60.
Engagement measures. In predicting narrative transportation, there was no interaction
between narrative and age group, but there was a main effect of age group: 10-year-olds (M =
44.0, SD = 10.9) reported higher narrative transportation than 7-year-olds (M = 39.5, SD = 9.6),
t(92)= 2.22, p = .03, d = .44. There were no main effects of narrative, gender, or interactions
between narrative and gender; boys and girls reported similar levels of transportation after
hearing the cheerleader and professor narratives.
As in Study 1, 7- and 10-year-olds differed in their wishful identification with the
characters: 7-year-olds reported wanting to be like the cheerleader (M = 4.7, SD = 3.9) more than
the professor (M = 2.7, SD = 2.8), whereas 10-year-olds reported wanting to be like the professor
(M = 3.6, SD = 2.7) more than the cheerleader (M = 2.1, SD = 2.6), B = 3.54, p = .005, sp2 = .07.
There was also a Gender x Narrative interaction showing girls reported wanting to be like the
cheerleader (M = 5.1, SD = 3.8) more than the professor (M = 2.8, SD = 2.8), whereas boys
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reported wanting to be like the professor (M = 3.4, SD = 2.8) more than the cheerleader (M =
1.7, SD = 2.5), B = -3.94, p = .001, sp2 = .09.
There were no effects of age group or gender, or interactions between these variables and
narrative on perceived similarity or the direct measure of identification.
Relationship between engagement measures and with manipulation check items. Three
engagement measures (perceived similarity, wishful identification, and the direct measure of
identification) were intercorrelated, rs > .26, ps < .006. Narrative transportation related only to
the direct measure of identification, r = .36, p = .0002 (see Appendix E).
Memory measures. As in Study 1, memory measures were intercorrelated, r = .55, p <
.0001. There were no differences in performance on the memory measures based on instructions,
ps > .31. Memory was related at trend-level to narrative transportation, r = .17, p = .09, but
neither memory measure was significantly related to any other engagement measures or
manipulation check items, nor was a memory composite related to the engagement composite, p
= .46.
Primary analyses. To determine whether children adopted character traits, we conducted
regression analyses predicting each dependent variable from narrative (professor or cheerleader),
instructions (perspective-taking or objective), and the interaction between narrative and
instructions. Models were estimated and compared as in Study 1. Controlling for gender and age
group in each model did not change the pattern of results, so models without these variables are
described here. Where significant effects of narrative emerged, we tested for Gender x Narrative
and Age Group x Narrative interactions in order to ensure that the narrative did not differentially
affect boys’ and girls’ and 7- and 10-year-olds’ behavior. Null findings in these analyses
demonstrated that the narrative affected both genders and age groups similarly.
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Explicit measures. In the full model, there was no significant interaction between
narrative and instructions, Interaction B = 1.9, SE = 2.6, p = .47, Narrative B = 1.8, SE = 1.8, p =
.30, Instructions B = -1.4, SE = 1.8, p = .44, sr2 = .005, model r2 = .05. A simplified model
showed that children who heard the professor narrative rated themselves higher on traits and
behaviors associated with the professor (M = 30.8, SD = 5.9) than did children who heard the
cheerleader narrative (M = 28.0, SD = 6.9), B = 2.7, SE = 1.3, p = .04, r2 = .043, model r2 = .04
(See Figure 2). Thus, children who heard the professor narrative reported being higher on
professor-relevant traits than children who heard the cheerleader narrative, regardless of whether
they were told to take the character’s perspective or to be objective. There were no significant
effects of narrative or instructions or an interaction between narrative and instructions on
children’s self-ratings on the cheerleader-relevant traits and behaviors, Interaction B = -0.83, SE
= 2.7, p = .76, sr2 < .001, model r2 = .003, Narrative B =.30, SE = 1.9, p = .87, Instructions B = 0.28, SE = 1.9, p = .88 . These results suggest that, at least for professor-relevant traits and
behaviors, children adopted the traits of the character in the narrative. Notably, this was true for
both instructions conditions, indicating that the effect holds for children who were told to take
the character’s perspective and for those who were told to be objective.

Cheerleader
Professor
Narrative

0

0

Professor traits/behaviors
10
20
30
40

Cheerleader traits/behaviors
10
20
30
40
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Figure 2. Effect of narrative on composite score of professor-relevant traits and behavior ratings
(left panel) and composite score of cheerleader-relevant traits and behavior ratings (right panel)
in Study 2.
Implicit measures. In the initial model, there was not a significant interaction between
narrative and instructions, Interaction B = 20.0, SE = 36.0, p = .58, sr2 = .003, model r2 = .07,
Narrative B = 38.5, SE = 24.3, p = .12, Instructions B = 2.4, SE = 24.4, p = .92. A simplified
model showed that children who heard the professor narrative spent longer playing with the
analytical toy (M = 183 seconds, SD = 93 seconds) than children who heard the cheerleader
narrative (M = 132 seconds, SD = 89 seconds), Narrative B = 50.9, SE = 17.7, p = .005, r2 =
.074, model r2 = .07. In the initial model predicting time spent playing with the nonanalytical
toy, there was not a significant interaction between narrative and instructions, Interaction B = 11.5, SE = 33.4, p = .73, sr2 = .001, r2 = .10, Narrative B = -34.8, SE = 22.6, p = .13, Instructions
B = -29.6, SE = 22.6, p = .19(see Figure 3). A simplified model showed that children who heard
the professor narrative spent less time playing with the nonanalytical toy (M = 86 seconds, SD =
85 seconds) than children who heard the cheerleader narrative (M = 130 seconds, SD = 85
seconds), B = -44.3, SE = 16.7, p = .01, r2 = .064, model r2 = .06. These results suggest that
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children adopted the traits of the characters into their behavior and that this is true for both
children who were told to take the perspective of the character and those who were told to be
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objective.

Cheerleader
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Figure 3. Effect of narrative on time spent playing with the analytical toy, a Rubik’s cube, (left
panel), and the non-analytical toy, a yo-yo, (right panel) in Study 2.
In a model predicting analytical reasoning score, there was not a significant main effect
of instructions or narrative or an interaction between instructions and narrative, Interaction B = 0.56, SE = 1.2, p = .64, sr2 = .002, model r2 = .01, Narrative B = .32, SE = .81, p = .70,
Instructions B = .82, SE = .81, p = .32, suggesting that the narrative did not affect children’s
analytical reasoning ability.
Combined analyses. Given the presence of main effects of the narrative in Study 2 as
opposed to the interactions with engagement seen in Study 1, we compared children’s
engagement and memory across studies (see Table 3). Because the engagement composite used
standardized scores, individual measures of engagement were examined. Children in Study 2
differed from children in Study 1 on three measures: They reported seeing themselves as the
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character to a greater extent on the direct identification measure, t(198) = 2.3, p = .02, d = .33,
they reported higher narrative transportation, t(186) = .62, p = .0001, d = .56, and they freely
recalled more details from the story, t(196) = 8.8, p = .0005, d = .49. These differences held for
all children, regardless of instructions. These results suggest that children in Study 2 were more
engaged in the narratives compared to children in Study 1 and that this held both for children
who were told to take the character’s perspective and those who were told to be objective.
Discussion
In Study 2, we attempted to manipulate perspective taking by giving children instructions
to take the character’s perspective or be objective while listening to the narrative. The
instructions appeared effective considering the manipulation check items: Children in the
perspective-taking condition said they imagined what the character was thinking and feeling,
imagined what it would be like to be the character, and took the character’s perspective more
than did children in the objective condition. However, even children who heard the objective
instructions reported high levels of perspective taking on the manipulation check measures,
rating themselves above the scale midpoint on the questions. Furthermore, expected differences
between children who heard the two sets of instructions did not emerge on the four central
measures of engagement. This raises the possibility that significant differences on the
manipulation check items were at least partially due to children’s recognition of similar wording
between instructions and manipulation checks rather than to actual change in children’s behavior
during the narrative.
Indeed, comparing across Study 1 and Study 2 suggests children were more immersed
and attentive to the story in Study 2 across both instruction conditions, as indicated in
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engagement and memory measures. It appears the instructions globally increased engagement
and/or attention to the narratives.
Given increased engagement overall in Study 2, the main effects are consistent with
Study 1’s interaction effects. Yet Study 2’s findings are stronger, given they occur for explicit
and implicit measures, and avoid the possible confound of preexisting individual differences. In
the context of increased engagement, simply hearing a narrative changed children’s perceptions
of their own traits and abilities as well as their behavior. This finding suggests even a brief, onetime exposure to a character in a narrative can influence children’s immediate cognition and
behavior.
Two factors might explain the unexpected global increase in engagement. One possibility
is children thought the narrative was more attention-worthy after receiving either set of
instructions, because they both began with, “Now I’m going to tell you something really
important.” On this view, children paid more attention to the narrative after hearing the
instructions, which led to higher engagement and better memory for the narrative. Another
possibility is that the negative wording of the objective instructions (i.e., “Do not worry about
trying to imagine what this person’s life is like, how the person feels, or what it would be like to
be this person”) had a “White Bear” effect, such that telling children to suppress perspective
taking paradoxically increased these thoughts [32]. Potentially consistent with this idea, children
in the objective condition reported wanting to be like the character significantly more than
children in the perspective-taking condition. Perhaps this desire emerged as a consequence of
trying to inhibit the thoughts of the character.
Notably, these data cannot determine whether children adopted the professor’s analytical
trait, the cheerleader’s non-analytical trait, or both. On one hand, there was no effect of narrative
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on children’s explicit self-report of cheerleader-relevant traits and behaviors. However, it is
possible that those traits (pretty, good at cartwheels) were less salient in the narrative than the
professor-relevant items (smart, good at teaching), or that children’s self-concepts in these areas
are less malleable because they have more experience with the cheerleader-relevant activities.
Regardless, hearing the cheerleader narrative could have contributed to, or even driven, the
condition difference on professor-relevant items: Children who heard the cheerleader narrative
may have adopted the cheerleader’s non-analytical stereotypical trait and thus rated themselves
lower on the professor-relevant (analytical) items. Indeed, the interactions with engagement in
Study 1 in conjunction with the current data suggest both narratives may have affected children’s
behavior.
An alternative explanation of these results is children were affected by the characters’
genders, adopting gender-typed traits after hearing a narrative about either a male or female
character. We think this possibility is unlikely for several reasons. First, some distractor items
concerned stereotypically gendered traits and behaviors; if the results reflected gender rather than
profession, we would see an influence on those items. However, there were no effects on any
distractor items, including stereotypically male items like “adventurous” [33], and stereotypically
female items, like “cleaning” and “taking care of little kids.” This finding suggests a specific
effect of the analytical character, rather than a broad effect of character-gender. Furthermore,
although being analytical may be associated with males, one of the items included in the
professor composite was "How good are you at teaching other people?" which would
presumably be more associated with females, as 87% of elementary school teachers in the US are
women [34]. However, there is an effect of condition on that item, again suggesting children are
affected by the characters’ traits rather than their gender. Nevertheless, even if characters’
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genders rather than characters’ traits were driving the effect, this finding would still be
meaningful and important. According to either explanation, children’s behavior is being affected
by the character they are exposed to in the narrative. Although distinct from a trait-based
account, a finding showing that children act more stereotypically-masculine after hearing a story
about a male character and more stereotypically-feminine after hearing a story about a female
character would have significant implications for children’s media engagement. Disambiguating
these possible explanations is a task we leave to future research.
General Discussion
Our results suggest children, like adults, adopt characters’ traits, particularly when highly
engaged in a narrative. Specifically, in Study 2, in which all children reported high levels of
engagement, children saw themselves as smarter and more competent on professor-relevant
abilities, and preferred playing with a toy requiring analytical skills more after hearing the
professor narrative compared to after hearing the cheerleader narrative. Similar effects were
present in Study 1 for children who were highly engaged. These findings are consistent with
research with adults, suggesting narratives can change cognition and behavior [1, 2, 3, 5]. The
current studies are the first to extend this effect to childhood, showing at least by age 7 children
are susceptible to characters’ influence on cognition and behavior.
There was no evidence in these data for developmental change in this effect across the
ages tested. Both 7- and 10-year-olds adopted the traits of a character in a narrative despite the
fact that theory of mind skills, which might be important for taking the perspective of a
character, continue to improve across middle childhood. This finding is in line with previous
research showing that even young children take the perspective of characters in a narrative and in
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their pretend play ([17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23]. Future research should investigate whether even
preschoolers might also adopt characters’ traits, both in a narrative context and in pretense.
Notably, the existence of this effect in childhood may be even more consequential than
its adulthood equivalent. Narratives pervade children’s lives: 60% of children under 8 read or are
read to every day [35], whereas only 36% of adults read for pleasure daily [36], and only 55% of
adults read even one book annually [37]. Beyond the frequency of narrative experiences,
children are often exposed to characters repeatedly, by repeated reading of the same book or by
reading many books in the same series. For example, of Amazon’s Best Books of 2014 [38], 13
out of 20 books recommended for children ages 6-8, and 10 out of 20 books recommended for
children ages 9-12 are parts of series. Furthermore, children’s identities may be more malleable
than adults’, suggesting they may be more likely than adults to adopt a character’s traits into
their personality. In any case, these data reveal a potent effect of children’s narrative exposure:
Children’s beliefs and behaviors are influenced in ways aligning with the traits of characters. The
results also indicate that this effect is contingent on high levels of engagement.
However, these studies do not shed light on the nature of engagement. No agreed-upon
definition of perspective taking exists in the adult literature, and there is even disagreement
regarding whether perspective taking or a related construct is the cognitive mechanism
underpinning trait adoption. For example, Galinsky and colleagues [2] argue that perspective
taking leads to trait adoption through self-other merging whereas Kaufman and Libby [5]
distinguish perspective taking from “experience taking” or identification. Moreover, narrative
transportation also leads to adoption of characters’ traits [4]. In Study 1, we used engagement
measures theoretically assessing narrative transportation and experience taking, which related to
trait adoption. In Study 2, we additionally used instructions intending to alter perspective taking,
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and neither related to trait adoption, presumably due to elevated engagement. Thus, it is unclear
which aspects of engagement may have driven our effects.
A second challenge lies in translating these constructs into childhood and adapting
measures for children. Even careful adaptation of established measures from the adult literature
does not ensure children’s interpretation of items aligns with adults’; substantially different
measures may be needed to assess the same concept in childhood. However, our results suggest
these measures have construct and predictive validity in an adapted form with children. Future
research should investigate more objective ways to assess these constructs, perhaps through
reaction-time or brain activity measures.
A limitation of the current studies is that we assessed a one-time, immediate effect. Thus,
it is possible the effects are ephemeral. After hearing the narrative, however, children completed
a 5-minute filler task and scale training (between 1.5 and 2 minutes) prior to beginning the trait
adoption tasks. Hence, trait adoption is sustained for at least some time after exposure.
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, children’s exposure to characters is often frequent and
repeated. Thus, even if one exposure did not yield long-term effects, cumulative effects may
accrue over time. There may also be cascading effects: If a child spends more time playing with
an analytical toy after adopting the traits of a professor character, they may change their beliefs
or attitudes about themselves to align with their own observed behavior [39]. However, it will be
valuable for future research to investigate the longevity of these effects.
The current studies could also underestimate the strength and robustness of the effects of
narratives on children’s trait adoption. We found that a 2.5-minute narrative substantially
influenced cognition and behavior, so given that children are usually exposed to longer narratives
the real-world effects could be stronger. Also, because the narratives used here were adapted
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from research with adults, they were not especially exciting or relevant to our sample. If, as these
studies suggest, engagement in and attention to the narrative are important factors in trait
adoption effects, children may be more likely to be influenced by narratives targeted towards
their age group and interests, like those they seek out and are more likely exposed to in their
everyday lives. Further research should examine whether effects are stronger with longer
exposure and age-targeted narratives.
Another important area for future research is investigating and comparing engagement in
and effects of narratives across media. Theoretically, trait adoption effects should be seen across
media, but some types may facilitate higher engagement and/or higher involvement with the
character, thereby leading to stronger effects. In the current studies, we used a short audio
recording, and results may differ using storybooks, novels, or television or video-based
narratives. One limitation of the current study is that this format is an unusual way for children to
engage with a narrative; future research should investigate more ecologically valid narrative
mediums. However, it is also possible using the unusual audio format may have weakened
effects that would be stronger when children are exposed to narratives in more familiar formats.
Regardless of the medium through which children were exposed to the narrative in the
current study, it is not clear whether children interpreted the narrative as fictional or nonfictional. Although the narratives were, in fact, fictional, children were simply told that they
would listen to a recording about a person, and the images of the characters were realistic
photographs. Future research could more specifically label narratives as fictional or non-fictional
to determine whether such labeling influences children’s trait adoption.
Finally, future work is needed to probe the generalization of this effect to other traits.
Here, we showed effects on analytical self-concept and behavior. Although we see no reason trait
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adoption should be confined to this trait, it will be important for further studies to extend this
finding to other traits and behaviors. Furthermore, these data cannot disambiguate whether
effects are due to characteristics of the protagonist specifically or whether the differing settings
and themes of the story would be sufficient. It will be important for future research to assess the
effects of these aspects separately.
Overall, our results suggest narratives can have immediate and consequential effects on
children’s real-world cognition and behavior. Specifically, these studies show that children who
became engaged in a narrative subsequently adopted some of the central character’s traits. More
broadly, these data contribute to our growing knowledge of the nature and effects of children’s
engagement with narratives.
These findings have implications for the creation of children’s media, and for the choices
parents and teachers make about children’s narrative exposure. The trait adoption effect could be
capitalized upon to promote positive outcomes for children. Children might also adopt a
character’s kind attitudes, healthy behavior, or ambitious goals. Future research should
investigate possible applications of these findings in order to use narratives to positively affect
children’s lives.
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Appendix A
Professor narrative:
Okay. So you want me to describe a normal day in my life as a professor. My name is Keith and
I am a professor in the Biology Dept. at a university. Last Friday was a pretty normal day. I got
up early to make my two kids breakfast, they really like French toast. I then left for the office. I
was feeling really tired because I had been up late getting ready to teach my class on the human
body. But at the same time I was really excited about teaching the class that day because I found
this particular topic, which was on the relationship between foods we eat and our health, to be
very interesting. In fact, I was most excited because the topic I was going to be teaching on had
the opportunity to help my research ideas. In my research, I do studies in a lab to find out more
about the human body. Doing very good research is an important part of making sure I can keep
my job as a professor for as long as I want. I am an assistant professor now, which means I need
to be promoted before I can keep my job as long as I want. In order to be promoted I need to
work very hard on research questions that interest me. Getting promoted at my university is
certainly not an easy thing to do. My research has been going well but I really need to have a
home run. A home run is what I call a paper that changes the way other professors around the
country think about a problem. I am hoping to impact Biology by looking at how certain foods
people eat change the energy cycles in their body and then result in healthy or unhealthy eating
later. So class went really well that day and I was super excited. I had lunch with another
professor who always seems to think my ideas are terrible but he seemed to like what I had to
say that day. The afternoon was filled with a very boring meeting with other professors that went
on and on—I think it lasted something like 3 hours! I met a friend for a game of tennis—we meet
every week and it is great fun because we are both good at tennis. That night I was supposed to
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make dinner, but I did not feel like cooking so I ordered out for pizza; my wife was not very
happy and reminded me that I often do not eat very healthy. After dinner, I spent some time
trying to find a babysitter for this weekend so that my wife and I could go see a new movie.
After helping my kids with their homework, I spent the last few hours of the evening working on
reading a friend’s book and writing up a report on it.

Cheerleader narrative:
Okay. So you want me to describe a normal day in my life as a cheerleader. My name is Kelly
and I am a cheerleader on my high school cheerleading team. Last Friday was a pretty normal
day. I was feeling really tired because I had gotten up early to do my hair, paint my nails, and
plan my outfit for school that day. But at the same time I was really excited because I was going
to wear the new skirt I got from a cool store at the mall. In fact, I was most excited because by
carefully planning out this new outfit I had the chance to show everyone that I’m one of the
prettiest girls in the school. Dressing really nice and making sure you look good is almost as
important as your cheerleading skills in deciding who will be asked to be the captain of the team
next year. I’ve been on the cheerleading team for three years and I really want to be team
captain, which means that the coaches need to think I am a really good cheerleader. In order to
be asked to be the captain, I need to practice my cheers and routines and be really good at them.
My cheers and routines are pretty good now, but what I really need to have is a home run. A
home run is what I call a complicated cheer routine that I can do perfectly - one that will really
impress the coaches. I am hoping to impress the varsity cheerleading coach with my double back
flip stunt and by having our new cheers perfectly memorized so I can focus on shouting them
really loudly. So after my morning classes that day, I had lunch with another cheerleader who
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always seems to think my cheer ideas are terrible but she seemed to like them that day. The
afternoon was filled with boring classes that went on and on. After school, I went to cheer
practice - we meet every day and it is great fun because we are all very good at cheering and
doing stunts. That night I ate dinner with my mom and dad. My dad was going to make dinner
but he got home late, so we ordered pizza instead. After dinner, I did my homework and then
spent some time looking through new colors of nail polish on the internet. I hope the makeup
store in the mall has the colors I found on the website! They would match my cheerleading
uniform perfectly. I spent the last few hours of the evening working on my cheers for the
weekend football game.
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Appendix B
Trait and Behavior Rating Items

Traits
Smart
Pretty or handsome
Adventurous
Good
Hungry
Calm
Patient
Tired
Funny

Behaviors
How good are you at shouting loudly?
How good are you setting the table?
How good are you at teaching other people?
How good are you at taking care of little kids?
How good are you at doing cartwheels?
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How good are you at coming up with new ideas?
How good are you at cleaning?
How good are you at playing cards?
How long can you concentrate while thinking about something?
How good are you at drawing?
How high can you jump?
How good are you at making pizza?
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Appendix C
Narrative Transportation Scale Items
1. While you were listening to the recording, you could easily picture the events
happening.
2. While you were listening to the recording, you were paying attention to things in this
room around you. [Reverse scored]
3. You could picture yourself in the scene of the events that happened in the recording.
4. You were really thinking about the recording while you were listening to it.
5. After the recording was over, you stopped thinking about it. [Reverse scored]
6. You wanted to find out what happened to the person in the recording.
7. The recording made you feel either happy or sad.
8. You started thinking about other things while you were listening to the recording.
[Reverse scored]
9. You could really picture the person that you heard about in the recording.
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Appendix D
Correlation Table for Predictor Variables in Study 1
1

2

3

4

5

1. Narrative
transportation
scale
2. Perceived
similarity

.27*

3. Wishful
identification

.21*

.50*

4. Direct
measure of
identification

.41*

.43*

.33*

5. Number of
details freely
recalled

-.02

.05

.06

6. Number of
memory
questions
answered
correctly
* p < .05

.02

-.06

.09

-.002

.09

.60*
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Appendix E
Correlation Table for Predictor Variables in Study 2
1

2

3

4

5

1. Narrative
transportation
scale
2. Perceived
similarity

.04

3. Wishful
identification

.02

.29*

4. Direct
measure of
identification

.36*

.27*

.27*

5. Number of
details freely
recalled

.11

-.01

-.02

6. Number of
memory
questions
answered
correctly

.17+

-.06

.03

* p < .05,

+

p < .10

.09

.06

.55*

